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Figure 1. Glass crusher (left) and clean crushed glass (right) for 
producing LM-PGA

Methodology
A magnet process, furnace process, float process, and acid washing
process were evaluated for determining deleterious material
content, on LM-PGA with known amounts of plastics, paper, metals,
and organics.

Two overall protocols were developed:

Protocol 1: Magnet + Furnace (for determining overall deleterious
content)

Protocol 2: Magnet + Float (for determining upper limit on plastics
content)

LM-PGA sample LMO: 98% glass + 2% deleterious organics 
(0.5% office paper + 0.5% newspaper + 0.5% 
sugar + 0.5% peanut butter)

LM-PGA sample LMP: 98% glass + 2% deleterious 
(0.4% office paper + 0.4% newspaper + 0.5% 
HDPE plastic + 0.5% PP plastic + 0.2% steel)

RF-PGA: Four samples – three from three different locations from a 
pile; one sample produced on a different date

6 samples of 100 g each tested for repeatability and statistics.

Figure 2. Metals magnet collected from clean glass (left) and RF-
PGA post-furnace (right)

Conclusions
LM-PGA:

Protocol-1 was accurate

Protocol-2 was fairly accurate

RF-PGA:

The exact deleterious content was unknown

Protocol-1 worked well

Protocol-2 was not reliable

Additional findings:

• Added ceramics in LM-PGA did not impact any
measurements in the processes investigated.

• Magnet process did a good job in picking steel, but it also
picked a very small amount of impurities in glass.

• Acid washing process attempted to determine aluminum
did not produce good results. However, presence of
aluminum, if any, is less of a concern.

Future work:

• Additional work would be useful to determine plastics
content accurately.

• Once the maximum allowable deleterious content is
selected, geotechnical characterization of PGA with the
allowable deleterious content would be examined.

• Economic analysis would help in catalyzing widespread
use of PGA as sand borrow.
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Introduction
Processed glass aggregate studied in this project is a fine
crushed recycled glass with a high potential to replace sand
borrow and other free-draining fill materials. In practice
however, PGA is not widely used in our region because of a
lack of clear guidance on deleterious material content
determination.

Primary objectives are to research, develop, and evaluate
processes to determine deleterious material content in
PGA; evaluate the effectiveness of individual processes
using lab-manufactured PGA (LM-PGA) samples with
known deleterious content and type; and recommend a
reliable protocol for practice by also examining PGA
produced by recycling facilities (RF-PGA).

LM-PGA Protocol 1 Protocol 2

Magnet Furnace Magnet Float

LMO 0.01% 1.93% 0.02% 0.02%

Ideal 
Measurement

0% 2% 0% 0%

LMP 0.21% 1.92% 0.22% 1.22%

Ideal 
Measurement

0.2% 1.8% 0.2% 1%

RF-PGA 1 0.07% 3.50% 0.07% 6.51%

RF-PGA 2 0.09% 2.41% 0.07% 3.99%

RF-PGA 3 0.07% 1.85% *0.78% 0.94%

RF-PGA 4 0.01% 0.90% 0.07% 0.24%

Results

*A nail was in the PGA.


